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    		MC-T04 50cc Moped Scooter with 10" Wheels, Electric/Kick Start! Rear Trunk! Great Deal!
[MC-T04]	$899.95 $659.95
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		Reviewer	Product Review
	Daryle M

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 4 of 5 Stars!]	12/20/2019
	Love the moped. Looking forward to this year tax return. Going to buy a 125 cc next. Only thing that happen I didn't get the gloves an goggles an foam grips. None of the so called free stuff was in the moped. But all an all I give you 4 stars because the moped is pretty awesome. The other things that it said I didn't get that is why I don't give you a five star. Thanks. ill be buying again soon. My ride to work even in the winter!                                        


                     15 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	Aziz H

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/17/2019
	Nice good and ineed one clean nice                                        


                     11 people found this helpful
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	Evan R

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/13/2019
	Scooter looks very efficient and the price is right                                        


                     11 people found this helpful
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	patricia F

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	05/22/2019
	Thank You for the great customer service, we really appreciate it.  Scooter runs great so far and it was fast getting here.                                        


                     12 people found this helpful
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	Unnaran S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	04/21/2019
	I have to admit buying something like this online is nerves racking but this seller made me feel at ease. They jump all over a question or concerns I had right away. Here are a few things I wished I knew before purchase. Also the it needs to be professionally assembled. So I recommend getting it delivered to where ever it's being put together. Otherwise you will be stuck trying to get the fright box to the other location. All in all is a GREAT SCOOTER. A great buy. I would buy it again if I had to do it over. You can feel safe with this purchase.ðŸ‘�ðŸ�¾                                        


                     14 people found this helpful
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	Brettina T

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	04/01/2019
	Good company to deal with. Assembly videos on YouTube looks nice rides good bigger than expected. Change oil take it easy on break in an the thing rips definitely worth the price so far.                                        


                     12 people found this helpful
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	john C

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/19/2019
	Worked out amazingly, comed with dvd instructions on how to put the scooter together, which isn't all that much work at all. Works well for getting me to work and back home :)                                        


                     12 people found this helpful
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	Jill S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/05/2019
	It came on time.easy too put together.saved a lot of money.great on gas.                                        


                     12 people found this helpful
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	Shawn A

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	08/16/2018
	I most differently will buy again from PowersportsMax; they offer fast and friendly services. I received my Tao Tao ATM50-A1 in less than a week, (and I live all of the way in Northern Maine). I received the scooter in perfect condition with just a few scratches from shipping, for which I knew to expect when it is shipped all the way to my home from China. Got it together in less then a half of a day, and Boy does she drive nice. I have done a lot of research and shopping around and I kept coming back to PowersportsMax for the best price, products, and services. I would recommend PowersportsMax for your next scooter!                                        


                     13 people found this helpful
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	sandy S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	05/07/2018
	nice bike and fun to ride, this is the second bike i have bought from them, i would recommend this company.                                        


                     13 people found this helpful
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	MC-T04
 Average Rating:
[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]

What customer said:
Love the moped. Looking forward to this year tax return. Going to buy a 125 cc next. Only thing that happen I didn't get the gloves an goggles an foam ..
Read all Reviews
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	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$39.95 $55.95
[image: Buy Now]
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